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1. Section 1.1 Facility Description - Figure 2 is difficult to review due to its size (i.e., 11-inch x17-inch) 

and the stipple pattern that identifies the solid waste permit area obscures basic information. MIRA shall 

provide a full-size (i.e., 24-inch x 36-inch) drawing(s) affixed with the stamp/live signature prepared by an 

engineer (P.E.) licensed to practice in the State of Connecticut or a licensed surveyor (LS) licensed by the 

State of Connecticut that depicts all closure elements clearly identified and labeled. 

 

Response: See Attachment (1) 

 
2. Section 2 Permits and Regulatory Considerations 

 

a.   RCRA Less Than 90 Day Storage (Sec. 2.8) – MIRA shall provide a written summary specifying 

the actions (e.g., inventory of constituents of concern; types of waste; site plan depicting sampling 

locations, number, methodology, analytical parameters; confirmation sampling; verification of 

clean; etc.) that MIRA or it’s contractor will perform to ensure the closure of this area is 

conducted in accordance with the regulations and the Department’s guidance document pertaining 

to less than 90-day hazardous waste storage. 

 

Response: See Attachment (2) which provides an overview of the less than 90-day closure area, 

initial cleaning and inspection, establishment of constituents of concern, sample collection, and 

analysis and media closure criteria in accordance with CT DEEP’s Draft RCRA Closure Guidance 

for Generators who Store Less Than 90 Days Container Storage Areas and Tank Systems and the 

May 1, 2013 Guidance for Implementing and Documenting Closure for Indoor RCRA Hazardous 

Waste Container Storage Areas. 

 

b.   Environmental Land Use Restrictions (Sec. 2.10) – MIRA shall provide a full-size drawing affixed 

with the stamp/live signature prepared by an engineer (P.E.) licensed to practice in the State of 

Connecticut or a licensed surveyor (LS) licensed by the State of Connecticut that clearly identifies 

with labels all areas of the Site subject to the land use restrictions. 

 

Response: A set of six drawings are provided as Attachment (3) which show the areas on the Site 

subject to land use restrictions. 

 

c.   Environmental Justice (EJ) Program - Given the public interest pertaining to this Site, MIRA shall 

provide confirmation that EJ staff were contacted and provided information for their 

review/comment.  In addition, the Department recommends that MIRA publish the closure plan and 

supporting documents on their website for review by interested parties. 

 

Response: See Attachment (4) which includes a copy of the November 9, 2022 letter from MIRA 

to Ms. Edith Pestana of the CTDEEP Environmental Justice Program providing the RRF Closure 

Plan along with notice of the December 7, 2022 overview of the Closure Plan at the Hartford Court 

of Common Council. 

 

d.   Natural Diversity Data Base (NDDB) Program – MIRA shall provide confirmation that NDDB staff 

were contacted and provided information for their review/comment, as it appears that the Site is 

within an area identified as a habitat for endangered, threatened, or special concern species. 

 

Response: Concurrent with submission of this response to DEEP’s October 14, 2022 RFAI, MIRA 

is also submitting a copy of the May 2022 Closure Plan and this response letter to the NDDB 

program for its review/comment. 
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3. Section 3 Closure Elements 

 

a.   Floor Drain and Storm Drains (Sec.3.1.2) – the plan states “…existing storm drainage system 

…will be visually inspected at accessible locations…”.  In addition to visual inspections, MIRA 

shall provide a plan that incorporates the inspection and clean-out of non-accessible locations of 

the existing storm drainage system and the existing floor drain system, including the associated 

piping of each system. 

 

Response: Section 3.1.2 has been modified as follows: 

 

Cleaning and inspection of the floor drains and storm drain systems at the WPF and PBF will be 

accomplished as follows. 

 

At the WPF the storm drains will be cleaned using a hydro jet process followed by removal of 

accumulated residual at collection points in the system such as the grit chamber/oil water separator. 

Following hydro-jet cleaning the storm drain lines will be inspected either by direct visual 

observation or via camera. If significant accumulations of trash or debris are present or if sediment is 

present at a depth greater than 10% of the pipe diameter the section of piping will be re-cleaned. 

Documentation of the hydro-jet process and residuals removal will be maintained in the facility 

record and a visual marker (tag or paint) will be affixed to each storm drain cleaned in this manner. 

 

At PBF buildings the floor drains discharge to the sanitary sewer via pretreatment permit 

SP0000850. During active PBF cleaning activities the drains will be protected with silt sacks or other 

means to limit clogging or obstruction from cleaning residue. Following PBF equipment removal 

and/or cleaning activities floor drain lines will be cleaned with a hydro-jet process and accumulated 

residuals will be removed from sumps or other accessible accumulation points in the system. 

Consistent with the protocol employed at the WPF documentation of the hydro-jet process and 

residuals removal will be maintained in the facility record and a visual marker (tag or paint) will be 

affixed to each drain cleaned in this manner. 

 

Prior to cleaning the storm drains at the PBF in the vicinity of the ash load-out and wheel wash 

building will be inspected via visual and/or camera methods to assess the quantity and nature of 

accumulated material. If significant accumulations of ash/residuals are present and are of a 

concrete-like nature MIRA will evaluate cleaning options that would include either hydro-jet 

cleaning, mechanical rodding or direct excavation and replacement as necessary. If hydro-jet 

cleaning or rodding is used protocols consistent with the WPF described above will be employed. 

 

b.  Containers, Tanks, Vessels (Sec. 3.1.3) – the plan states “Tanks with water soluble contents shall 

be rinsed with potable water to remove residual material…Tanks with non-water- soluble contents 

shall be emptied to the extent practical and sealed.” MIRA shall provide a plan that ensures that 

the tanks are rinsed and emptied in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws and 

that also describes the procedure for sealing said tanks. The plan shall identify that the empty 

tanks will be removed and transported to a facility authorized to receive such waste.  Additionally, 

the plan shall include the inspection, cleaning, and confirmation sampling of areas where 

commercial chemical products and drummed and containerized products were stored, throughout 

the Site. 

 

Response: Section 3.1.3 has been modified as follows: 

 

Aboveground tanks used for water soluble chemical storage shall be rinsed with potable water to 

remove residual material. The rinse water will be collected and treated/disposed off-site or 

discharged to the sanitary sewer consistent with the terms of MIRA’s pretreatment discharge permit. 
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Tanks with non-water-soluble contents shall be emptied to the extent practical and sealed. Tanks will 

be emptied to a minimum of a “RCRA-empty” standard as well as in a condition where the tank is 

acceptable as scrap metal to a qualified scrap metal vendor or can be sent offsite for disposal for 

non-metal tanks. Following empty/cleaning activities the tanks will be physically removed and 

recycled as scrap metal or sent offsite for disposal for non-metal tanks. Documentation of recycling 

of the tanks as scrap metal or offsite disposal will be maintained. 

 

The area in the vicinity of the tanks and areas where CCP and drummed or containerized products 

were stored will be visually inspected for the presence of discoloration and evidence of degradation 

such that minor spills may have entered subsoil under the floor slab. If no significant discoloration 

and/or degradation is noted, photographic documentation of the area shall be collected and 

maintained within the facility record. If discoloration or degradation is noted that may allow surface 

spills to enter the subsoil, further evaluation shall be completed as follows. 

1. A review of the area of impact will be conducted with emphasis on the presence of cracks, 

seams or other avenues for liquid materials to enter subsoil.  

2. If cracks or seams are present a determination shall be made whether the crack or seam fully 

penetrates the slab. If the crack or seam fully penetrates the slab a representative sample of 

soil will be collected beneath the slab at this area and evaluated for the presence of COCs.   

 

c.   RDF Conveyors, Shredders, Trommels, and Packers (Sec. 3.2.1) – the plan states “…portions of 

the system which are not accessible…shall be inspected and if required…sealed with a surface 

treatment.” MIRA shall provide details as to why certain areas are deemed inaccessible and how 

such a determination was made. In addition, provide detailed information on the surface treatment, 

which shall include, at a minimum, the following: manufacture’s name and chemical composition, 

examples of success in similar closure activities, durability/longevity, the process for the physical 

application, and how the determination is made that coverage to areas deemed inaccessible is 

complete. 

 

Response: Plant closure does not include dismantling and removal of waste processing equipment.  

Equipment will be cleaned to the extent that shrouds, covers and shields can be removed to access 

internal equipment components and remove accumulations of dust, debris and processed RDF.  

Dismantling, removal or demolition of completely sealed inaccessible components that would 

render equipment non-functioning is not proposed.  MIRA anticipates that only a minor portion of 

the RDF conveyors, shredders, trommels and packers may be inaccessible to perform cleaning. 

Proposed sealant coating is the same class of particulate encapsulant coatings applied to surfaces 

following asbestos abatement. These coatings are classified as water based acrylic resins that are a 

class “A” fire rated coating that provides a flexible long-term barrier over residual fibers that 

remains intact unless physically disturbed. Section 3.2.1 has been modified as follows. 

 

Equipment will be cleaned to the extent that shrouds, covers and shields can be removed to access 

internal equipment components and remove accumulations of dust, debris and processed RDF.  

Portions of the system which are not accessible due to the presence of equipment, building 

components, or other fixed position assets shall be inspected and, if required due to the presence of 

fine particulate matter, shall be first cleaned to the extent possible and then sealed with a water based 

acrylic resin particulate encapsulant coating that has a Class “A” fire rating. While this is not 

anticipated to be a common-place occurrence, MIRA wishes to provide closure contractors with 

operational flexibility for sections of the system with minor inaccessible accumulations of RDF/dust 

and which represent minor risks for future maintenance/closure. The conveyance system will be 

cleaned between the RDF hall and the Auger Screws in the PBF. Following an initial gross cleaning, 

the conveyor belt (steel pan conveyor and belts) will be removed to facilitate a more thorough 

cleaning. The conveyor belting (steel pan conveyor and belts) shall be shipped off-site for re-use, 
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recycled, or disposed off-site depending on both belt condition and re-use markets. The MSW primary 

and secondary shredders, trommels and packers shall be cleaned in a similar manner. 

 

d.  Building Surfaces (Sec.3.2.3) – MIRA shall provide information pertaining to verification (i.e., 

confirmation sampling) of the completion of the cleaning activities on all building surfaces of the 

Waste Processing Facility (WPF). 

 

Response: There is no regulation or adopted standard that provides for confirmatory sampling that 

applies to the cleaning of surfaces that have accumulations of dust and debris from the handling, 

managing and processing of municipal solid waste. Removal of deposits that cover the building 

substrate material is sufficient to demonstrate adequate cleaning has been performed. Visual 

inspection of surfaces will be performed by MIRA’s environmental/engineering consultant 

following cleaning to ensure that surfaces are free of deposits that cover the underlying building 

substrate material. Section 3.2.3 has been modified as follows: 

 

The portion of the WPF devoted to RDF conveyors, shredding, trommels and packers shall be 

cleaned of both MSW and RDF upon closure using procedures consistent with existing practices 

employed at the WPF. Small amounts of MSW that are located in or around the WPF that are outside 

the maneuvering hall will be picked-up and placed with the existing MSW within the WPF for off-site 

disposal. Cleaning will be conducted through use of vacuums, water, or air assisted cleaning, 

sweeping or other methods that would remove accumulated waste from building surfaces.  Visual 

inspection of surfaces will be performed by MIRA’s environmental/engineering consultant following 

cleaning to ensure that surfaces are free of deposits that cover the underlying building substrate 

material. 

 

e.   Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Heaters (Sec. 3.2.6) – the plan states “…cleaning of these boilers 

shall not be performed”. MIRA shall provide the basis for this decision, as the Department 

considers the boilers/heaters to be a component of the facility’s infrastructure and operating 

equipment and should be included in the Site wide closure activities. 

 

Response: Section 3.2.6 has been modified as follows. 

 

The WPF utilizes two natural gas fired boilers (2.1 MMBTU/hr and 1.73 MMBTU/hr), plus four 

small natural gas fired heaters (two 5 MMBTU/hr, one 0.6 MMBTU/hr and one 0.3 MMBTU/hr). 

The two natural gas-fired boilers and heaters will remain active to supply comfort heat for MIRA 

administrative offices during the closure or for building/area heating necessary for wintertime 

freeze protection for water-based fire protection systems. To the extent that any of the natural-gas 

fired combustion sources are not needed during closure the gas supply to the device will be 

terminated or locked-out in such a manner as to render the device(s) inoperable.  

 

f.   Power Block Facility (PBF) (Sec. 3.2) – the plan states “…existing equipment will be…sealed to 

prevent migration of residuals.”  MIRA shall ensure that the closure plan specifies that all existing 

equipment is subject to inspection, removal of residual waste, cleaning, and verification (i.e., 

confirmation sampling) of the equipment. The Department requires information regarding how 

the determination to seal equipment was made and as to what procedures and components 

comprises an effective and reliable seal. 

 

Response: Plant closure does not include dismantling and removal of PBF equipment. Equipment 

will be cleaned to the extent that shrouds, covers and shields can be removed to access internal 

equipment components and remove accumulations of dust, debris, processed RDF and ash residue. 

Dismantling, removal, or demolition of completely sealed inaccessible components that would 

render equipment non-functioning is not proposed. The degree to which any particular component 
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can be cleaned of all solid waste and ash residue is a function of the complexity and accessibility 

of surfaces within the equipment. Partial and complete demolition are not planned as part of the 

plant closure. Section 3.3 has been modified as follows: 
 

3.3 Power Block Facility (PBF) 
The PBF is occupied by multiple structures, including: a small guard building adjacent to the Gate 

20 driveway entrance; the administrative building; PBF main building which includes 

substructures added during the course of the history of the plant (the turbine hall, the boiler area, 

the electrical area, the cable vault, offices, the control room); the ash load-out building; the ash 

truck wheel wash building; the warehouse; the “dozer garage;” the coal pond pump house; three 

screen houses (2 active, 1 abandoned); and the conveyor transfer building; and a warehouse 

storage building in the far southwestern portion of the property (near Gate 40). 

 

The PBF will be closed in a manner so that existing equipment and buildings remain viable for 

repurposing or for a future sale. However, as part of the closure residual solid wastes at and near 

the PBF will be managed and properly disposed off-site and existing equipment will be inspected 

for the presence of solid waste. MIRA does not anticipate significant quantities of solid waste 

residue left within process equipment (e.g., boilers, hoppers, etc) will be characterized as a 

hazardous waste. Non-hazardous solid waste residue present in on-site equipment will be removed 

using best management practices prior to mothballing and/or sealing the equipment. MIRA’s 

goals are to minimize waste generation and promote the re-use or sale of existing process 

equipment. Those items of equipment which have viable re-use will be cleaned of solid waste 

consistent with equipment re-sale. Additional information on solid waste removal and equipment 

cleaning is provided in specific Sections below.  More specifically, Water-based fire protection 

systems will be drained to prevent wintertime freezing in those areas of the PBF where water-

based fire protection is not required. It is anticipated that the existing security systems, including 

the video/camera system will be maintained during and after closure to ensure the building 

remains physically secured. Lastly MIRA may elect to remove valuable building and equipment 

components such as copper wiring and piping, and other components to both offset closure costs 

as well as deter theft and vandalism once the PBF is closed.  

 

g.  Coal Pond (Sec. 3.3.1) -the plan states “…coal pond is underlain by a liner which shall remain in-

place as required under the environmental land use restrictions…which render this portion of the 

site inaccessible under the Connecticut RSRs…Coal will remain in the lined area under the 

provisions of 22a-133k-2(c)(5) -Conditional Exemptions to Pollutant Mobility Criteria.” MIRA 

shall ensure that the closure plan includes specifications for the characterization and off-site 

removal of the stockpiled coal (estimated at 2,400 tons), as the proposed plan to leave the coal in-

place, “…coal will be graded…and four (4) feet of suitable soil will be placed over the coal…”, 

meets the definition of a solid waste disposal area pursuant to §22a-207 of the Connecticut 

General Statutes (CGS).  MIRA has not been issued a permit for the disposal of solid waste at the 

Site pursuant to §22a-208a of the CGS. In addition, prior to using any water from the coal pond 

for the cleaning of building/floor surfaces, MIRA shall characterize such water to ensure that it 

meets the established criteria for potable water. 
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Response: Section 3.3.1 has been modified as follows. 

 

The coal pond contains an accumulation of coal from prior operations of the facility along with ash 

solids generated from drainage originating at the Ash Load-out Building. The coal pond is 

underlain by a liner which shall remain in-place as required under the environmental land use 

restrictions in effect on the site which render this portion of the site inaccessible as a permanent 

structure under the Connecticut RSRs. While the precise quantity of coal remaining is 

undetermined, initial estimates range from 2,000 to 3,000 tons with the last known estimate at 

2,400 tons. To maintain the integrity of the liner, MIRA intends on removing only to remove the ash 

and coal material from the pond and reuse the pond for stormwater management. It is MIRA’s plan 

to remove, dewater and dispose of ash material at a permitted offsite disposal facility. Coal will be 

removed from the pond, and either burned for its energy value at a facility authorized to receive 

such material or characterized and disposed as a solid waste. The nature of the coal 

characterization shall be dependent upon the receiving facility’s acceptance criteria.  remain in the 

lined area under the provisions of 22a-133k-2(c)(5) – Conditional Exemptions to Pollutant 

Mobility Criteria: 

(B) Polluted Material 

(i) Polluted material at a release area is not required to be remediated to the pollutant 

mobility criteria, provided that: 

(I) The pollutant mobility criteria in such polluted material is exceeded solely as a result 

of the presence of coal ash, wood ash, coal fragments, coal slag, coal clinkers, asphalt 

paving fragments, or any combination thereof.  

 

The coal will be graded to provide for adequate drainage and four (4) feet of suitable soil will be 

placed over the coal to render the polluted material inaccessible in accordance with 22a-

133k1(a)(39).  This process will ensure that the integrity of the liner is maintained. 

 

In its present configuration the coal pond receives stormwater runoff from catch basins at the 

facility as well as from roof drainage at the PBF. This water was consumptively used in the PBF as 

make-up water for the air pollution control scrubbers. Due to plant closure, consumptive use of the 

water is no longer available to reduce the volume of water in the coal pond. During closure MIRA 

may utilize the water within the coal pond to assist with water-based cleaning of building/floor 

surface. However, As the pond currently has no outlet, MIRA shall seek authorization to discharge 

excess pond water to either the Connecticut River or nearby surface water drainage in advance of 

closure. In advance of this more permanent solution, MIRA has sought and received a temporary 

authorization (TA0000177) to treat and discharge the water within the coal pond to the MDC 

sanitary sewer system. Following closure, including removal of ash and coal from the pond, the 

lined pond will require modification to meet water quality requirements allowing discharge to the 

surface water/wetlands located to the southwest. As part of the re-design of the lined 

pond/stormwater retention basin, consideration will be provided for a sediment forebay section of 

the pond that will facilitate stormwater energy dissipation and settling of solids. Other lined pond 

modifications such as an outlet/overflow structure will be incorporated into the design to attenuate 

peak flow discharge. 

 

h.  Ash Load-Out and Wheel Wash Building (Sec. 3.3.2) – MIRA shall provide details pertaining to 

verification (i.e., confirmation sampling) of the completion of the cleaning activities on all surfaces 

(e.g., vertical, and horizontal) of the ash load-out and wheel wash buildings, including any floor 

drain(s) and associated piping. 

 

Response: Section 3.3.2 has been divided into two subsections, the first (3.3.2.1) discussing the 

Ash Load-Out Building and the second (3.3.32.2) discussing the Wheel Wash Building. With 
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respect to the Ash Load-Out Building MIRA intends to demolish the structure instead of cleaning 

the structure. Section 3.3.2 has been modified as follows. 

 

3.3.2 Ash Load-Out and Wheel Wash Building 

Both the Ash Load-Out and Wheel Wash Buildings shall be cleaned and drain discharge points 

terminated at closure as described below. 

3.3.2.1 Ash Load-Out Building 

MIRA intends to demolish the Ash Load-Out building. Prior to demolition cleanup inside the 

building will be conducted to the extent required for the off-site recycling, re-use, or disposal of 

demolition materials. It is anticipated that bulk accumulations of ash will be removed using air or 

water-based methods. The resultant dislodged ash will be removed from the building prior to 

demolition.   

3.3.2.2 Wheel Wash Building 

Cleaning of interior surfaces (walls, floors, etc) shall be accomplished using pressurized water. 

Wash residue shall be initially directed to the existing building drainage systems which discharge 

at the coal pond. Interior cleaning shall be completed to a visually clean standard with no 

significant accumulations of ash visible on horizontal surfaces. At the termination of pressure 

washing activities the discharge drains shall be jetted to remove accumulated sediment/ash and 

then the drains shall be fitted with a drain blocker pad or other device to restrict discharge. To the 

extent required to minimize stormwater ponding, asphalt berms or other temporary wall structures 

shall be arranged to limit stormwater flow to the drains. The oil water separator that services the 

wheel wash building will be cleaned. 

i.   Baghouse (Sec. 3.3.3) - MIRA shall ensure that the characterization and proper disposal of 

baghouse bags are conducted in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws. 

 

Response: Acknowledged.  Section 3.3.3 has been revised as follows: 

 

3.3.3 Baghouse 

The baghouse associated with the PBF will be cleaned and closed consistent with procedures 

outlined for the WPF baghouse in Section 3.2.2 above. However, since the PBF baghouses capture 

fly ash instead of MSW/RDF dust, the PBF baghouse bags will have to be profiled separately from 

the WPF baghouse bags for proper disposal.  MIRA will conduct the characterization and disposal 

of the baghouse bags in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws.    

 

j.   Ash Conveyors, Travelling Grates and Mixer Room (Sec. 3.3.4) - MIRA shall provide details 

pertaining to what criteria will initiate the implementation of dust control measures. In addition, 

details shall be provided pertaining to verification (i.e., confirmation sampling) of the completion 

of the cleaning activities on the equipment and the mixer room. 

 

Response: As noted in Section 4.2 MIRA intends on the use of HEPA vacuum filtration which is 

the state of art for dust control for ash removal. In addition, monitoring will be completed to ensure 

workers are not exposed above the OSHA PEL. This will be accomplished as recommended by an 

Industrial Hygiene (IH) evaluation that shall account for work practices and engineering controls 

employed to control dusts during building cleaning and closure activities. A Job Hazard Analysis 

(JHA) shall be completed and briefed to workers. As part of closure MIRA intends on sealing 

openings in the building envelope to minimize the transport of dusts generated during the cleaning 

process. Lastly, MIRA intends on the removal and off-site disposal of the rubber conveyor belts 
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prior to cleaning the conveyance equipment to allow access to the rollers and components of the 

equipment. There is no regulation or adopted standard that provides for confirmatory sampling that 

applies to the cleaning of equipment and surfaces that have accumulations of ash residue and solids 

from the combustion of municipal solid waste. Removal of deposits is sufficient to demonstrate 

adequate cleaning has been performed. Visual inspection of surfaces will be performed by MIRA’s 

environmental/engineering consultant following cleaning to ensure that surfaces are free of 

deposits and the substrate  is visible. Section 4.2 has been modified as follows. (check document) 

 

4.2 Ash 
Residual ash residue is present in the boilers, bottom and fly ash handling systems/conveyors and 

the ash load-out building. In addition, ash is present within the PBF areas adjacent to the ash 

handling systems, this includes floors, trenches and various equipment and building surfaces.  

This ash will be managed in accordance with the EPA guidance document the “Guidance for the 

sampling & Analysis of Municipal Waste Combustion Ash for Toxicity Characteristic” dated 

June 1995.” Removable ash will be properly removed using vacuums equipped with high-

efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters. Dust control measures will be implemented as 

appropriate to minimize the creation of airborne fugitive dust. In addition, monitoring will be 

completed to ensure workers are not exposed above the OSHA PEL. This will be accomplished as 

recommended by an Industrial Hygiene (IH) evaluation that shall account for work practices and 

engineering controls employed to control dusts during building cleaning and closure activities. A 

Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) shall be completed and briefed to workers. As part of closure MIRA 

intends on sealing openings in the building envelope to minimize the transport of dusts generated 

during the cleaning process. Residual piles of ash may be removed by vacuum or will be wetted 

and removed with shovels and HEPA filter vacuums. Compacted ash accumulated on the interior 

floors will be dislodged from the floor using manual scraping equipment (e.g., ice and paint 

scrapers) and removed with a HEPA vacuum. Visual inspection of surfaces will be performed by 

MIRA’s environmental/engineering consultant following cleaning to ensure that surfaces are free of 

deposits that cover the underlying building substrate material. 

 

The ash will be transferred to the ash load-out building and will be managed in   leak-proof, 

covered tri-axle dump trucks and/or trailers for transportation and disposal. Ash will be 

disposed consistent with MIRA’s current disposal contract and operating practices.  

 

k. Air Heaters (Sec. 3.3.5); Boilers (Sec. 3.3.6) – MIRA shall provide details pertaining to 

verification (i.e., confirmation sampling) of the completion of the cleaning activities on all surfaces 

(e.g., interior, and exterior) of the air heaters and boilers, including any appurtenant devices to 

such equipment. 

 

Response: There is no regulation or adopted standard that provides for confirmatory sampling that 

applies to the cleaning of equipment and surfaces that have accumulations of ash residue and solids 

from the combustion of municipal solid waste. Removal of deposits is sufficient to demonstrate 

adequate cleaning has been performed. Visual inspection of surfaces will be performed by MIRA’s 

environmental/engineering consultant following cleaning to ensure that surfaces are free of 

deposits and the substrate is material is visible. Please see the responses to comments 3c, 3d, and 

3f above. Section 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 have been modified as follows. 

 

3.3.5 Air Heaters 

Closure of the air heaters will include the removal of residual fly ash using a combination of 

pressurized air/water and hand-held HEPA vacuums and/or vacuum trucks. The fly ash generated 

from the cleaning activity shall be processed with lime in a manner consistent with the facility 

operations and shall be disposed off-site with ash. Visual inspection of surfaces will be performed by 

MIRA’s environmental/engineering consultant following cleaning to ensure that surfaces are free of 
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deposits that cover the underlying building substrate material. The metal hopper associated with the 

air heater will be sealed and the resultant equipment recycled off-site for its metal content. Should 

hardened residue be present in the base of the air heater hoppers such that acceptance at a scrap 

metal dealer is not viable an evaluation shall be made as to whether the device will be cleaned, or 

partially dismantled/cut up and recycled and/or disposed as a solid waste.  

 

3.3.6 Boilers 

MIRA maintains three 326 MMBTU/hr municipal waste combustors (boilers) for the combustion of 

RDF. Each boiler is fitted with a spray dryer absorber, fabric filter and selective noncatalytic 

reduction (SNCR) system. Each of the boilers will be initially cleaned of any large deposits of ash 

clinkers prior to final cleaning. Cleaning may be accomplished using pneumatic and/or vibratory 

chipping equipment. Blasting may also be used to remove select deposits on an as-needed basis. 

Final cleaning will include a pressure wash or vacuum cleaning to remove residual ash from the 

interior and accessible exterior of the boilers. Boiler refractory and expansion joint materials shall 

remain in-place following closure. Boiler cleaning operations will also include the associated 

superheater, generation bank, and economizer. Visual inspection of surfaces will be performed by 

MIRA’s environmental/engineering consultant following cleaning to ensure that surfaces are free of 

deposits that cover the underlying building substrate material.  Lastly, following boiler 

dismantlement and removal from the site the bottom grates shall be removed and the bottom ash 

and quench bath shall also be cleaned. MIRA intends to include notification to the scrap metal 

processor and/or solid waste disposal facility of the characteristics of residual slag and/or ash that 

may be present within the boiler.  

 

l.  Cooling Water Intake Structures and Discharge Outfalls (Sec. 3.3.7) – MIRA shall ensure that the 

City of Hartford’s Department of Public Works Engineering Division; the Greater Hartford Flood 

Commission; the DEEP’s Dam Safety Program; and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have been 

contacted and provided information for their review and comment pertaining to the proposed 

closure activities associated with the Connecticut River Right Bank, Hartford, CT Flood Damage 

Reduction System (FDR).  In addition, MIRA shall obtain any/all applicable federal, state, and 

local license(s), permit(s), authorization(s), approval(s), etc. prior to initiating their intended 

closure activities at the Site. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. MIRA will coordinate closure activities associated with the dike and 

the river side of the dike with relevant City, State and Federal authorities.  

 

m.  Coal Barge Unloading Crane and Dock (Sec. 3.3.11) –MIRA shall ensure that residual coal shall be 

characterized and removed off-site for either proper reuse at a facility authorized to receive the 

coal or proper disposal at a facility authorized to receive such waste. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. See discussion in Section 3.3.1. Section 3.3.11 has been modified as 

follows. 

 

3.3.11  Coal Barge Unloading Crane and Dock 

The existing coal barge unloading crane, dock and conveyor system shall be closed-in-place. Prior 

to closure any residual coal/coal dust accumulations shall be shoveled, swept or pressure 

blasted/washed from the structures to limit future discharges. The use of water shall be limited to 

those areas where residual fluids may be readily captured and managed. Residual coal as well as 

wash residue from cleaning operations shall be directed to the existing coal pond. MIRA shall 

ensure that residual coal shall be characterized and removed off-site for either proper reuse at a 

facility authorized to receive the coal or proper disposal at a facility authorized to receive such 

waste. 
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4. Section 4 Waste Removal Plan 

 

a.   RDF and MSW (Sec. 4.1) – MIRA shall provide details pertaining to the proposed cleaning/closure 

activities, which include but are not limited to: days/hours of operation, timetable for the on-site 

storage of fully loaded containers, maximum tons per day for the off- site transfer of waste, 

timetable for the off-site transfer of fully loaded containers, etc. 

 

Response: 

Much of this information will not be known until bids for the closure project are received and a 

contractor is selected. It will be preferable to provide prospective bidders with as much flexibility 

as possible regarding the hours during which they may perform the work, the locations where they 

may store as-generated waste prior to shipping it off site, the quantities of solid waste that they may 

store on-site awaiting shipment off-site, the amount of solid waste they may ship off site each day, 

and the time of day or night when they may initiate shipments from the site. Section 4.1 has been 

modified as follows: 

 

As described above, residual RDF and any MSW which is generated as part of the closure process 

after termination of combustion activities shall be collected, stored in leak proof, covered roll-offs 

(or other container, such as a dump trailer) and shipped for off-site disposal. Rolls-offs and weight 

tickets shall be recorded and documented during closure. 

 

Regarding Days and Hours of Operation:  The bid specifications that are assembled for the 

solicitation will require bidders to propose their precise means and methods for cleaning/ 

decontaminating residual MSW and RDF from equipment and building surfaces in the WPF, in the 

conveyance gallery between the WPF and PBF, and inside the PBF, while meeting the standards 

established in the Closure Plan.  The bidder’s means and methods will include a projected daily 

schedule stating the number of hours that they anticipate working.  Such daily schedule may be 

based on one eight-hour shift, two eight-hour shifts, one twelve-hour shift, or some other schedule.  

MIRA is indifferent to the number of hours per day that a contractor chooses to perform the work, 

and intends to allow the contractor to undertake cleaning activities 24/7 if they so choose.  Until 

bids are received, and a contractor is selected, MIRA will not know precisely how many hours per 

day and days per week closure activities will be conducted. 

 

Timetable for the On-site Storage of Fully Loaded Containers:  Since the solid wastes that are to be 

generated are not “as received” wastes, but are instead “as-generated wastes” resulting from 

closure activities, these wastes are not subject to the storage limits contained in Permit-to-Operate 

No. 06401260-PO.  In its closure bid solicitation MIRA intends to limit the storage of solid waste 

from decontamination activities to fourteen (14) days, except in the event of extenuating 

circumstances (inclement weather which impacts off-site transportation; receiving problem at 

destination facility).  Notwithstanding this, in order to employ its equipment assets as productively 

as possible, MIRA expects contractors will ship containers of solid waste off-site as soon as 

possible after filling such container (e.g., within 1- 3 days). 

 

Storage Location of On-site Containers: While being filled containers will be located in an area 

convenient to the contractor performing the clean-up or decontamination activities.  Once a 

container is fully loaded, it will be covered and staged on-site awaiting shipment offsite. Containers 

shall be staged on an impervious surface such as pavement or concrete, which may be located 

inside a building (e.g., Tip Floor, Maneuvering Hall or RDF Hall at the WPF), or may be located 

outside.    
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Maximum Tons per Day for the Off-Site Transfer of Waste: MIRA does not intend to set either a 

minimum or maximum limit on the number of tons, or number of consignments, that may be 

transferred offsite within a twenty-four (24) hour period.   

 

Timetable for the Off-site Transfer of Fully Loaded Containers:  MIRA intends to allow the closure 

contractor to initiate shipments of waste at any time during a 24-hour day.  This flexibility will be 

important to the contractor, as actual times that consignments are shipped will depend on several 

variables, including but not limited to 1) the receiving facility’s hours of operation, 2)  the “hours 

of service” that a driver may be “on duty” pursuant to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration regulations at 49 CFR Part 395.   For example, while a container of solid waste 

that is being shipped to the Bristol Resource Recovery Facility might be dispatched at 8:00 a.m., 

knowing that the travel time is less than one hour, a container of solid waste that is being shipped 

to a landfill in Pennsylvania may be dispatched at midnight so that it arrives at the destination 

facility during receiving hours. 

 

b.   Ash (Sec. 4.2) - MIRA shall provide details pertaining to verification (e.g., confirmation sampling) 

of the completion of the cleaning activities on all surfaces of the: boilers, bottom and fly ash 

handling systems/conveyers, the ash load-out building, as well as any areas in the PBF (e.g., floors, 

trenches, equipment, building surfaces, etc.) where ash is present. 

 

Response: There is no regulation or adopted standard that provides for confirmatory sampling that 

applies to the cleaning of equipment and surfaces that have accumulations of ash residue and solids 

from the combustion of municipal solid waste. Removal of deposits is sufficient to demonstrate 

adequate cleaning has been performed. Visual inspection of surfaces will be performed by MIRA’s 

environmental/engineering consultant following cleaning to ensure that surfaces are free of deposits 

and the substrate is visible. Equipment-specific cleaning activities are described in Section 3.0. See 

responses above.  

 

c.   Hazardous and Universal Waste (Sec. 4.3) – MIRA shall ensure that the temporary storage of 

wastes generated during closure shall be appropriately characterized and stored in accordance 

with state and federal law. Appendix A Photographic Log, Photo No. 20, PBF: Interior” Dozer 

Garage”/Former Less than 90-day Storage Area date August 6, 2021, shows two 55-gallon drums 

of synthetic oil stored on a wooden pallet.  Department staff were not able to discern any secondary 

containment in the photograph. 

 

Response: Acknowledged 

 

d.  Coal (Sec. 4.4) - MIRA shall ensure that residual coal shall be characterized and removed off- site 

for either proper reuse at a facility authorized to receive the coal or proper disposal at a facility 

authorized to receive such waste. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. Section 4.4 has been modified as follows. 

 

4.4  Coal 
Residual coal present at the coal pile shall be characterized and removed off- site for either proper 

reuse at a facility authorized to receive the coal or proper disposal at a facility authorized to 

receive such waste. 
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e.   Commercial Chemical Products (CCP) (Sec. 4.6) – MIRA shall provide a full-size (i.e., 24- inch x 

36-inch) drawing(s), affixed with the stamp/live signature prepared by an engineer licensed to 

practice in the State of Connecticut (Connecticut or CT P.E.) or a surveyor licensed by the State of 

Connecticut (LS), that depicts the location of the temporary storage area for the CCP. 

 

Response: CCP generated for off-site re-use, recycle or disposal shall be gathered and stored within 

the designated less than 90-day hazardous waste store area in the dozer garage on-site prior to final 

disposition. The location of the dozer garage is designated as “2.8 RCRA <90 Day Storage Area” in 

Attachment 1. Section 4.6 has been modified as follows. 

 

4.6 Commercial Chemical Products (CCP) 

As described above, MIRA shall conduct a survey of commercial chemical products (CCPs) in 

containers 55-gallons or smaller throughout the WPF and PBF. Materials intended for re-use, 

recycling or disposal off-site shall be staged in a central area for processing. The designated 

area for temporary storage prior to final deposition shall be the less than 90-day storage area in 

the dozer garage. Any materials that would be characterized as a hazardous waste will be 

removed off-site within 90 days of generation. Liquid materials shall be stored in their original 

containers on secondary containment pallets or in areas with secondary containment such that 

any inadvertent spills would not migrate to subsoils, drains, or the environment. The temporary 

storage area shall be secured with locks or other means to restrict theft and/or vandalism prior 

to removal off-site. In addition, should closure activities be conducted during the wintertime, the 

dozer garage shall be retrofitted efforts will be made to store the hazardous materials containers 

in an area with temperature control to minimize potential from damage or spillage due to 

freezing temperatures. 

 

f.   Asbestos, Hazardous Materials, and Radioactive Sources (Sec. 4.7) – the plan states “A 2012 

Hazardous Materials Survey report conducted for the northern portion of the administrative 

building identified the presence of ACM, lead paint, and PCB caulking and glazing. MIRA shall 

ensure that the removal of asbestos, asbestos containing material(s), lead based paint, and PCB-

containing materials are included in the closure plan, regardless of whether building renovation 

and/or demolition is conducted.  In addition, MIRA shall provide written documentation from the 

Department’s Emergency Response and Spill Division (ERSD) Corrective Action/PCB (CA/PCB) 

Program that the proposed management of PCB- containing materials is conducted in accordance 

with state and federal law. 

 

Response:  Asbestos containing materials are regulated by the Connecticut Department of Public 

Health (CTDPH) Regulations - Section 19a-332a, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration, (OSHA) regulations and USEPA under 40 CFR Part 762 and 

Regulation for Asbestos, Title 40, Part 61 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The asbestos 

containing materials identified in the northern part of the administration building were not found to 

be damaged, friable materials and are not required to be removed at this time.  There are no 

citations for asbestos management as they pertain to building structures in the permits issued by the 

State of Connecticut for this facility.  With regard to lead-based paint on building materials, 

regulations that apply to these materials are covered under CTDPH regulations 19a-111.1 thru 11 - 

Lead Poisoning Prevention and Control and OSHA regulations for worker exposure.  The lead 

based paint found in the northern part of the administration building were not found to be loose, 

flaking or damaged and as such are not required to be removed at this time.  There are no citations 

for lead based paint management as they pertain to building structures in the permits issued by the 

State of Connecticut for this facility.  Regarding PCBs in building materials found in certain 

materials in the northern part of the administration building, regulations that apply to these 

materials are covered under USEPA regulations 40 CFR 761.62. Regulations only cover disposal of 

these materials and the plan is to not leave these materials in place. Since materials identified as 
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PCB bulk product waste were found to be present, the closure plan will be modified to remove 

these materials and the underlying porous substrates to a PCB concentration of < 1ppm and dispose 

of them offsite in accordance with 40 CFR 761. Section 4.7 will be amended to include the 

statement that an ACM survey will be conducted for any buildings or portions of building intended 

for renovation/demolition. Sampling and/or analysis of building structures for asbestos, lead based 

paint and PCBs which are not intended for renovation/demolition is not proposed.  

 
5. Section 5 Record Keeping Requirements – MIRA shall include language in the closure plan that 

stipulates that full-time oversight of the closure activities will be directed by a CT P.E. or a licensed 

environmental professional (LEP) licensed by the State of Connecticut, that is independent from MIRA. 

 

Response: Section 5 has been modified as follows. 

 

Pursuant to RCSA 22a-209-13 the following records will be created and maintained to document closure. 

The following information will be summarized in a closure report to document the termination of 

operations.  

a. Waste characterization and profile data. 

b. Off-site shipments of MSW/RDF, non-hazardous, regulated, and hazardous wastes. 

c. Photographic documentation of locked-out or inoperable equipment. 

d. Documentation of cleaning activities including photographic records of pre- and post-cleaning 

conditions. 

e. RCRA less than 90-day closure documentation and relevant permit revocation/termination 

documentation. 

f. Post closure security, inspections, and facility obligations. 

g. Full-time oversight of the closure activities will be directed by a CT P.E., or a licensed 

environmental professional (LEP) licensed by the State of Connecticut, which is independent 

from MIRA. 

 
6. Section 7 Post Closure Operation 

a.   Maintenance and Inspections (Sec.7.2) – MIRA shall provide details (e.g., frequency, 

documentation by CT P.E. or LEP, reporting, etc.) pertaining to such inspections. In addition, 

clarify that the WPF is also included in the inspections, as this section only mentions the PBF. 

 

Response: Following completion of closure activities, MIRA will provide, as attachments to the 

closure report, 1) its Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SPPP) which will contain the 

inspection schedule necessary for compliance with the Stormwater general permit, and 2) its Spill 

Prevention, Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan. Both of these plans will likely be 

revised/modified following completion of closure activities. MIRA intends to move its corporate 

office to the WPF in April 2023, and will therefore have a presence on site. Section 7.2 has been 

modified as follows.  
 

7.2 Maintenance and Inspections 
MIRA will conduct periodic facility inspections as required by relevant regulatory programs 

including SPCC and stormwater programs. These inspections will include elements specified by the 

relevant plans/permits. In addition, MIRA will document periodic inspections of the facility 

perimeter fencing and the security/access to the WPF and PBF facility to verify the buildings 

remain secure.  Currently, MIRA employs a third-party security company to patrol the site from 
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6:00 pm to 6:00 am, 7 days/week, and will continue to do so as necessary.  MIRA plans to move its 

corporate office to the WPF in April 2023, and therefore will have a presence at the facility. As 

required, maintenance activities derived from SPCC or stormwater requirements will be 

implemented. In addition, maintenance to ensure the WPF and PBF remain secure from 

trespassers/vandalism will be completed. Both the Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure 

Plan and the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan will be included as attachments to the final 

closure report.   

 

7. Section 8 Closure Cost Estimate (Appendix B - prepared by TRC) –Please provide the cost estimate 

for the removal and disposal of PCB-containing building material or provide which line item may contain 

this information, as Department staff were not able to discern such cost in Appendix B. Additionally, 

please provide a cost estimate for post-closure care (i.e., maintenance and monitoring) for the Site, 

prepared by TRC, as such estimate was not included in the submitted plan. Further, MIRA shall provide 

two additional independent cost estimates (which include a 15%-20% contingency) for closure and post- 

closure care (i.e., maintenance and monitoring).  Such cost estimates shall include, at a minimum, an 

itemized description of all the work to be performed associated with the closure, cleaning, and 

confirmatory sampling of the closure elements, and post-closure care at the Site. 

 

Response: The Closure Cost Estimate provided as Appendix B will be modified to incorporate a line item 

addressing PCB remediation waste associated with removal of PCB Bulk Product caulking, window 

glazing and affected porous substrates on the north portion of the PBF administration building as described 

in Section 4.7. No additional PCB bulk product waste and PCB remediation waste is anticipated to be 

generated as part of closure activities. Regarding additional cost estimates, MIRA proposes to move 

forward with the preparation of bid documents for the closure activities once the Plan is approved.  The 

cost derived through the competitive bidding process with contractors performing the work will be better 

suited to establishing closure financial assurance than additional independent cost estimates prepared by 

consulting engineering/environmental firms. 
 

Water Permitting and Enforcement Division (WPED) comments: 

 
1. The Water Permitting and Enforcement Division’s guidance document titled “Closure/Decontamination 

Plan Requirements”, dated August 7, 2018, and attached, summarizes the elements that are to be included 

in a permittee’s closure plan.  The MIRA Closure Plan is lacking complete information for the following 

elements: 

a.  G: The basis for the volume of wastewater anticipated to be generated during the clean-up and 

decontamination should be provided. 

b.  I: The drawing (Figure 2) does not identify all the subject locations (e.g., the cooling water 

intake structure, NPDES discharges, coal pond). 

c.   J: A date for submission of the final report needs to be provided. 

 

Response:   

a. Wastewater anticipated to be generated during closure activities is anticipated to primarily consist 

of rinsewaters from cleaning of MSW or ash covered building components. The quantity of 

wastewater to be generated from these cleaning activities is difficult to determine prior to 

preparation of bid specifications and contract award. However, to fulfill the requirements for such 

an estimate the following is offered.  

 

It is anticipated that the majority of wastewaters generated from Closure activities will be produced 

from rinsing activities involving the use of pressure washing units operating inside PBF buildings. 

These devices generate approximately 2 to 3 gallons per minute (gpm) of water. Assuming use of 4 

devices periodically throughout the day a rough estimate of 3,000 gallons per day (gpd) of 
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wastewater is anticipated (4 devices x 3 gpm x 4 hrs/day). Based upon an estimated 30-day washing 

period a total of approximately 100,000 gallons of wastewater may be produced from these 

washing/cleaning operations. This wastewater will be discharged consistent with the terms of 

MIRA’s existing Pretreatment Permit SP0000850 via DSN002-C which incorporates floor and 

equipment washdown wastewater. Additional wastewater will also be generated from cleaning of 

storm drains. This water will discharge to the on-site pond, co-mingle with accumulated 

stormwater, and be treated and discharged under the existing TA0000177 or a forthcoming SIU 

General Permit modification. Section 4.0 has been modified to add Section 4.8 Wastewater 

Management as follows. 

 

4.8  Wastewater Management 

It is anticipated that the majority of wastewaters generated from Closure activities will be produced 

from rinsing activities involving the use of pressure washing units operating inside PBF buildings. 

These devices generate approximately 2 to 3 gallons per minute (gpm) of water. Assuming use of 4 

devices periodically throughout the day a rough estimate of 3,000 gallons per day (gpd) of 

wastewater is anticipated (4 devices x 3 gpm x 4 hrs/day). Based upon an estimated 30-day washing 

period a total of approximately 100,000 gallons of wastewater may be produced from these 

washing/cleaning operations. This wastewater will be discharged consistent with the terms of 

MIRA’s existing Pretreatment Permit SP0000850 via DSN002-C which incorporates floor and 

equipment washdown wastewater. Additional wastewater will also be generated from cleaning of 

storm drains. This water will discharge to the on-site pond, co-mingle with accumulated 

stormwater and be treated and discharged under the existing TA0000177 or a forthcoming SIU 

General Permit modification.  

  

b. Figure 2 has been amended to incorporate requested elements; see Attachment (1).  

 

c.  The schedule in section 6.0 has been modified as follows. 
 

Activity Estimated 
Duration 

Estimated Date or Date 
Range (1) 

1. Cessation of WPF and PBF Operations --- August 1, 2022 

2. CT-DEEP approval of Closure Plan --- August 1, 2022 

March 2023 

3. Solicit engineering proposals to prepare 
closure plans/drawings and specifications 
necessary for the solicitation to identify a 
contractor to undertake closure activities 

1 Month August 2022 

April 2023 

4. Evaluate engineering proposals and award 
contract 

1 Month September 2022 

May 2023 

5. Preparation of closure plans/drawings and 
specifications 

2 Months October – November 2022 

June- July 2023 

6. Solicit bid(s) to identify a contractor(s) to 
undertake closure activities 

3 Months December 2022 – February 
2023 

July - September 2023 

7. Evaluate bid responses, Award Closure 
Contract(s) 

2 Months March – April 2023 

September – November 2023 

8. Begin Closure --- May 1, 2023 

October – November 2023 
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9. Complete Closure 8 to 12 Months 
(3) 

December 2023 – April 2024 

June – November 2024 

10. Closure Report 3 months September – November 2024 

 

2. The following sections of the MIRA Closure Plan should be clarified/addressed: 

a.  Section 2.4, "Pretreatment Discharge Permit – Closure Requirement C" (pp. 2-6): MIRA plans to 

submit a notification to the MDC for coverage under the MIU GP to discharge "fire protection 

system wastewaters, air compressor condensate, and other applicable wastewaters that may be 

generated during closure" 

i.   MIRA already has authorization to discharge fire protection system wastewater and air 

compressor condensate under the existing pretreatment permit, SP0000850. These wastewaters, 

along with any other wastewaters included in the “Wastewater Description” in Table A and 

Table B of the pretreatment permit, may be discharged under the pretreatment permit prior to 

revocation, if the terms and conditions of the permit can be met. 

ii.   A more detailed description of "applicable wastewaters that may be generated during closure" 

should be provided. 

 

Response: Section 2.4 has been modified to incorporate the Temporary Authorization (TA) 

recently granted to MIRA as follows. 

 

Temporary Authorization 

MIRA sought and received a temporary authorization (TA0000177) on December 7, 2022, for the 

discharge of stormwater that accumulates in the on-site pond to the MDC sanitary sewer system. 

Condition B(3)(c) of the TA requires MIRA to submit a modified General Permit Registration Form 

for the Discharge of Wastewaters from Significant Industrial Users (SIU GP) on or before 

February 5, 2022 (60 days from the effective date of the TA issuance). This authorization allows the 

discharge of treated coal pond water to the MDC sanitary sewer system on up to 90 discrete days. 

MIRA anticipates this permit will expire in the spring/summer of 2023 at which time management 

of treated coal pond water shall be regulated under the SIU general permit or via an alternative 

permitting approach. 
 

 

b. Section 3.3.1: Is the coal pond a CCR unit? 

 

Response: The coal pond is not a CCR unit. 

 

c.   Section 3.3.1: MIRA should evaluate the quality of the water in the coal pond to determine whether 

the wastewater can be authorized to be discharged. 

 

Response: MIRA has evaluated the quality of the coal pond water for discharge to the sanitary 

sewer as part of the application for obtaining TA0000177, which evaluation also indicated 

compliance with the SIU General Permit effluent limits for discharge to the sanitary sewer.  

Termination of the discharge to the sanitary sewer under the SIU GP is anticipated only after the 

completion of closure activities and conversion of the coal pond to a passive water quality 

management basin for site runoff. The design of the system will include an evaluation of discharge 

water quality, and will be performed and provided to the CTDEEP for permit approval before 

proceeding. 

 

d.  Section 3.3.2: No wastewaters/washwaters generated from closure activities should be directed into 

the coal pond if there is to be a surface water discharge and/or comingling of wastewater to 

impact stormwater discharges.   If the proposal changes and the coal pond is to be discharged to the 
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sewer (MDC), then these activities and discharges need to be disclosed to MDC through their 

authorization process. 

 

Response: As noted in response 2.c. above, termination of the coal pond discharge to the sanitary 

sewer under the SIU GP is anticipated only after the completion of closure activities and conversion 

of the coal pond to a passive water quality management basin for site runoff.  The modification of 

the Facility’s existing SIU General Permit registration to include the coal pond discharge to the 

sanitary sewer will include a discussion of the building maintenance wastewater that may be 

generated as part of the closure performance.  MIRA acknowledges that approval of the receiving 

POTW authority (MDC) must be obtained in order for the discharge from the coal pond to the 

sanitary sewer to be covered under the SIU General Permit. 

 

e.   Section 3.3.9, "Wastewater Treatment Tanks": A Facility and Wastewater Treatment System 

Modification Request for Determination (“3(i) request”) to discharge wastewater associated with 

decommissioning the treatment system under the existing pretreatment permit (Permit No. 

SP0000850) should be submitted. The request should detail how specific treatment system 

components will be decommissioned and how any related wastewaters will be managed and disposed 

of. The request should also provide the volumes of wastewater anticipated to be generated. Any 

wastewater discharged must comply with the terms and conditions of the pretreatment permit. 

 

Response: MIRA intends on the collection and off-site shipment/treatment/disposal of equipment 

decommissioning wastewater in lieu of discharge under terms of the pretreatment permit. MIRA 

intends to prepare decommissioning specifications that will result in the minimum quantities of 

residue from equipment cleaning and decommissioning necessary for off-site re-use, recycling 

and/or disposal. Section 3.3.9 has been modified as follows. 
 

3.3.9 Wastewater Treatment Tanks 
Wastewater Treatment tanks and ancillary equipment shall be drained of contents, cleaned and 

rinsed and rendered inoperable by terminating piping/pumping systems or blind flanging key 

components of the system. To the extent practical residual materials left in the sodium hydroxide 

and sulfuric acid tank shall be rinsed with water with residue and containerized for off-site 

disposal. discharged to the neutralization basin prior to discharge under MIRA’s existing 

pretreatment permit. Prior to draining/cleaning representative samples of the materials or SDS’s 

shall be used to generate waste profiles to support the off-site disposal of the material or rinse 

residue. To the extent that MIRA maintains active profiles for this material, these will be used to 

characterize wastes for disposal. 

3. Miscellaneous: 

 

a. The MIRA Closure Plan was submitted using a certification statement that is different than the 

certification statement required under RCSA Section 22a-430-3. 

 

Response: The certification provided with the May 23, 2022 Closure Plan submittal was submitted 

pursuant to Condition (C)20 of MIRA’s May 16, 2018 Solid Waste Permit to Operate 06401260-

PO. A second certification statement matching the language of RCSA 22a-430-3(b)(2)(D) will be 

added to the cover page as noted below. 

 

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under 

my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified 

personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of 

the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for 

gathering the information, the information is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, 
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accurate and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false 

information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 

 

b.  MIRA will need to do some follow-up with the Department after it collects additional information 

about the proposed discharge from the coal pond. 

 

Response: MIRA was granted a Temporary Authorization (TA0000177) on December 7, 2022 to 

discharge treated coal pond water to the MDC sanitary sewer for a period of up to 90 discrete days 

or until issuance of a General Permit for this discharge. The Temporary Authorization also required 

submittal of a modified Registration under the Significant Industrial User General Permit (SIU GP) 

within 60 days of issuance of TA0000177. MIRA will work with the Department as it transitions 

from the TA to the SIU GP. 

 

c.   For guidance on requesting a revocation of wastewater discharge permits and withdrawal of any 

associated applications, see attached “Permit Revocation/Surrender and Application Withdrawal 

Guidance for Permittees”. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. 
 

4. Stormwater Program: 

 

a.   The industrial stormwater general permit will continue in effect throughout the closure activities 

and potentially beyond depending on the final conditions at the site. 

 

Response: Acknowledged 

 

b.  The Closure Plan must include a phasing schedule for specific activities. The site plan should 

delineate the different phases of the clean-up, the anticipated redirection of stormwater runoff away 

from the coal pond, and existing and new (if applicable) stormwater discharge locations. 

 

Response: Closure schedule phasing will be partially dependent upon the number of contractor’s 

selected, their individual work tasks, schedules, and project sequencing. Until such time as bid 

specifications have been prepared and public bid’s received the inclusion of such a schedule is 

premature and may not accurately reflect MIRA’s closure schedule and phasing. 

 

As noted above, discharge from the coal pond will be managed under a Temporary Authorization 

(TA0000177) until a modification under the Significant Industrial User General Permit is granted to 

MIRA at which time discharge will be conducted under the SIU GP. Termination of the discharge 

under the SIU GP is anticipated once the discharge location (stream, river, etc.) is determined 

following closure activities.   
 

 c.  As plans become finalized, recommend that MIRA reach out to schedule a meeting with Stormwater 

Staff to discuss the proposal and schedule to retrofit the coal pond for passive stormwater 

management. 

 

Response: Acknowledged 
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Emergency Response and Spill Division (ERSD) Corrective Action/PCB Program comments: 

 
1. Section 3 Closure Elements 

 

a.  Transformers and Electrical Equipment (Sec. 3.1.1) – MIRA shall ensure and provide written 

documentation to the PCB Program and EPA Region I, that every transformer is inspected to 

determine whether such transformers contain PCBs.  If the inspection is inconclusive, then MIRA 

shall have the fluid from the transformer tested for PCBs and as necessary properly manage and 

dispose of such fluid in accordance with federal, and state law. In addition, per the Federal 

Regulations, PCB contaminated transformers are PCB Articles and need to be disposed of as such. 

 

Response:  Acknowledged.  MIRA has analytical results demonstrating that the concentration of 

PCBs in all but one transformer is ND < 2 ppm (mg/kg).  The dielectric fluid in the one transformer 

with a detectable level of PCBs, as sampled in February 2013, exhibits the PCB Arochlor 1260 at 5 

ppm (mg/kg). Section 3.3.1 has been modified as follows. 

 

3.3.1 Transformers and Electrical Equipment 
Three oil-filled transformers are present at the WPF. Two oil-filled transformers are located next to 

the 5,000-gallon diesel fuel AST. Each transformer contains 285 gallons of dielectric fluid. A third 

transformer (324 gallons), is located near the regenerative thermal oxidizers.  

 

Four oil-filled transformers are present at the PBF. Two 1,000 KVA transformers are located on the 

west side of the RDF transfer building, each containing 265 gallons of dielectric fluid. In addition, 2-

1,500 KVA transformers are located on the west side of the scrubber control room building. Lastly, 

MIRA owns 4 transformers located in the switch yard north of the scrubber control room building. 

Two transformers contain 5,580 gallons of dielectric fluid and the remaining two contain 2,125 

gallons of dielectric fluid. 

 

MIRA will de-energize and lock-out and tag/mark any transformers and electrical equipment that 

services buildings and/or equipment subject to closure. MIRA intends on removing dielectric fluid/oil 

from transformers which are not required for operating facility or “pass through” electrical supplies, 

emergency systems, lights, or other electrical needs. Those transformers intended for 

decommissioning will be evaluated for the presence of PCBs in the dielectric fluid, using analytical 

results from dielectric fluid testing previously conducted. If necessary, additional testing will be 

conducted to ensure proper management of the dielectric fluid. Documentation of the PCB status of 

transformers intended for decommissioning will be maintained with closure documentation. 

 

Lastly, MIRA will assess whether recovery of copper electrical components during closure will be 

feasible. This assessment will evaluate the potential re-use of the electrical equipment within closed 

portions of the facility versus the potential for vandalism. If recovered, the value of the recycled 

copper may be used to assist with closure expenses.  

 

2. Section 4 Waste Removal Plan 

 

a. Hazardous and Universal Waste (Sec. 4.3) – MIRA shall ensure and provide written documentation 

to the PCB Program and EPA Region I, that florescent lamps are inspected to determine whether 

such lamps contain PCBs.  As necessary, any lamps containing PCBs shall be managed and disposed 

of in accordance with federal, and state law. 

 

Response: Section 4.3 has been modified as follows. 
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4.3 Hazardous and Universal Waste 
MIRA anticipates generation of minor quantities of hazardous wastes during closure. The largest 

quantity of hazardous wastes would likely be generated from bulk residual liquids present in the 

wastewater treatment system in the form of an acid or caustic heel and associated tank/piping 

rinse waters. Additionally, those commercial chemical products (CCP) which no longer can be 

used at the facility may be lab-packed and shipped off-site if they cannot be re-used by MIRA or 

recycled. It is anticipated that any hazardous waste generated would be temporarily staged in the 

bulldozer building prior to formal less than 90-day closure activities at this same location. 

Characterization and profiling of wastes for off-site disposal will rely upon existing MIRA 

profiles. To the extent that profiles are not available, or are not appropriate for waste disposal, 

MIRA will either use existing safety data sheet (SDS) information for CCP or conduct 

characteristic testing to determine the appropriate waste classification and will develop new 

waste profiles as necessary. Hazardous wastes generated during closure would be segregated by 

compatibility class, stored on secondary containment (if liquid), and properly marked and 

inspections conducted pursuant to RCSA 22a-449(c)-102.  

 

Universal wastes including used florescent lamps and batteries would also be managed in the 

bulldozer building prior to proper off-site shipment. If fluorescent lamps are removed as part of 

closure activities the ballasts associated with the lamps shall be inspected and a determination 

made if they contain PCBs. If the ballasts are determined to be PCB containing, they will be 

handled and managed in accordance with 40 CFR 761 requirements. Batteries which are no 

longer required would be preferentially recycled. However, should no viable recycling 

opportunities exist, they would be shipped off-site as a universal waste. Universal wastes will be 

managed pursuant to the requirements of RCSA 22a-449(c)-113.  

 
b. Asbestos, Hazardous Materials, and Radioactive Sources (Section 4.7) - MIRA shall provide a 

written description, to the PCB Program, pertaining to what mechanism under the Federal 

Regulations (40 CFR 761) disposal for >50mg/kg PCB-containing building materials will be used.  

MIRA shall ensure that such disposal plan has been provided to the EPA Region I for 

review/comment. Be advised that all identified PCB-containing building materials, regardless of 

the concentrations, shall be removed, managed, and disposed of in accordance with federal, and 

state law.  Any other building materials that have been tested and have been identified as PCB-

containing will also need to be removed. In addition, it is strongly recommended that the substrates 

of these materials are also tested in case there are PCBs within the substrates. It may be in MIRA’s 

best interest to remove all materials identified and use the Reinterpretation Guidance from the EPA 

to dispose of these materials. The following websites can provide more information on PCB 

building materials. 
 

▪    Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) Guidance Reinterpretation | US EPA 

▪ Please note that while the table talks specifically about caulk, it applies to all building 

materials.  Connecticut DEEP Caulk Guidance 

 

Response: Acknowledged. Regarding the PCB bulk product materials found at the northern part of the 

administration building see response to comment Section 4 Waste Removal Plan comment f. above.   

 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.epa.gov%2Fpcbs%2Fpolychlorinated-biphenyl-pcb-guidance-reinterpretation&data=05|01|David.McKeegan%40ct.gov|5e39e5d2181f4c3aa83408da7c975ccc|118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b|0|0|637959286777807888|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D|3000|||&sdata=hUR9aX1j9m58J7fPcFKFoCS%2FzUldcAJXqXylJSxwEVQ%3D&reserved=0
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DEEP/waste_management_and_disposal/construction_renovation_demolition/DEEPPCBCaulkRegulationChartpdf.pdf
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Bureau of Water Planning and Land Reuse (WPLR) 

 

Remediation Division comments: 

 
1.   The following section should be further addressed. 

 

a. Section 3.3.1, “Coal Pond”, acknowledges that the coal pond liner is protected under Subject Area J 

of the ELURs. MIRA will need to provide further details and drawings documenting how the Coal 

Pond will be modified to allow discharge to surface water/ wetlands without disturbing the liner/ 

polluted soil beneath the pond. More details will also need to be included on how MIRA plans on 

removing the coal and ash waste without damaging the underlaying liner. The ELUR prohibits 

inaccessible soil from being exposed as a result of excavation or other intrusive activities. 

 

Response: Residue accumulations in the pond have been removed in the past using vacuuming and 

pumping techniques without damaging the liner. The area containing the remaining coal has a 

concrete mattress layer over the liner material to protect the liner from damage by equipment used 

to move coal around. It is MIRA’s plan to use low ground pressure equipment to ensure the 

concrete mattresses and underlying liner are not damaged during coal removal and placement of 

filter media soil installed over the liner to act as a bioretention filter for the future water quality 

management basin.  Inaccessible soil will not be disturbed to convert the coal pond to a passive 

water quality management basin for site runoff. A design of the system will be performed and 

provided to the CTDEEP for permit approval before proceeding.   

 

b.  If the activities will disturb the liner and require modification to the ELUR, an Environmental Use 

Restriction Form for Allowable Disturbance, Release, Termination, or Post Emergency Abatement 

Remediation must be submitted. Further instructions on the Release form can be found under the 

Emergency and Non- Emergency EUR Releases section of the DEEP website. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. MIRA intends on maintaining the existing ELUR’s present on the site.  

 

c.   A clear map documenting all the ELURs that the property is subject to should be provided. 

 

Response: Please see attachment (3).  
 

Bureau of Air Management (BAM) 

 

Radiation Division – comments: 

 
1.   Section 2 Permits and Regulatory Considerations 

 

a.  Radioactive Material Registration (Sec. 2.9) states, “MIRA maintains a number of radioactive 

sources used in material level monitoring systems in the baghouse hoppers, RDF bins, and the coal 

barge unloading hopper.” DEEP Radiation Division notes that per MIRA’s rad material 

registration (Facility ID RMI 0464) also possesses a number of radioactive calibration sources.  

These must also be maintained on registration and properly disposed of before termination of 

registration. 

 

Response: MIRA has scheduled the removal and off-site disposal of all devices under registration 

ID RMI 0464 by early 2023. Documentation of the removal and proper management of these 

devices will be included in the closure plan documentation. Section 3.3.10 has been modified as 

follows. 
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3.3.10 Radioactive Sources 
MIRA shall continue to register and maintain regulated radioactive sources prior to removal and 

recycling/disposal off-site. These devices are specified in MIRAs registration and include sources 

used in material level monitoring systems in baghouse hoppers, RDF bins, and coal barge 

unloading hopper. Following removal, MIRA shall notify U.S. NRC and DEEP of the disposition of 

the devices and request termination of Registration. Documentation of the proper removal, 

management and disposal of radioactive sources will be maintained with Closure documentation 

and Section 5.0 has been modified as follows.  

 

Pursuant to RCSA 22a-209-13 the following records will be created and maintained to document 

closure. The following information will be summarized in a closure report to document the 

termination of operations.  

a. Waste characterization and profile data. 

b. Off-site shipments of MSW/RDF, non-hazardous, regulated, and hazardous wastes. 

c. Photographic documentation of locked-out or inoperable equipment. 

d. Documentation of cleaning activities including photographic records of pre- and post-cleaning 

conditions. 

e. RCRA less than 90-day closure documentation and relevant permit revocation/termination 

documentation. 

f. Post closure security, inspections, and facility obligations. 

g. Full-time oversight of the closure activities will be directed by a CT P.E., or a licensed 

environmental professional (LEP) licensed by the State of Connecticut, which is independent 

from MIRA 

h. Documentation of the off-site disposal of radioactive sources. 

 
b.  Radioactive Materials – Closure Requirements A: states, “Following removal MIRA shall notify 

both NRC and DEEP of the disposition of the devices and request termination of Registration” 

DEEP Radiation Division requests that MIRA notify DEEP Radiation Division of both disposition 

(including transfer to a properly authorized and licensed broker or other licensee) as well as 

provide copies of source leak check records. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. MIRA will notify DEEP Radiation Division of the disposition of the 

radioactive sources when they are transferred to another licensee and shipped offsite, and MIRA 

will provide copies of leak check records. Section 2.9 has been modified as shown in the response 

to comment 3 below. 
 

2.   DEEP Radiation Division requests that MIRA verify they are not holding any radioactive material 

with short lived isotopes for decay-in-storage and provide attestation in writing. 

 

Response: As of December 1, 2022 MIRA was holding two radioactive items, as described below, 

that were contained in MSW consignments that had been delivered to the Facility when it was oper-

ational, and that remained on site after the Facility closed. 

   

1. A water filter that was removed from a load of trash on 7/6/2021.   On December 1, 2022 

Christopher Alford of the DEEP Radiation Division visited the Facility and screened the water 

filter that was stored in the radioactive storage drum at the facility.  Mr. Alford’s screening 

confirmed that the radioactivity had decayed sufficiently such that the water filter no longer 

required handling as radioactive material; the water filter was managed offsite as regular MSW. 

 

A “World War 2 era compass”:  This source (not a short-lived isotope) was removed from a 

load of trash on 3/29/2019.  The compass contains paint which contains Ra-226.  It remains 

stored in the radioactive storage drum (lead-lined) at the Facility.  MIRA continues to hold this 
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radioactive item, and is in the process of arranging for proper disposal of this source through a 

properly-licensed contractor; MIRA expects to have it removed during the first quarter of CY 

2023. 

 
3.   DEEP Radiation Division requests upon removal of radioactive material that MIRA ensure no 

radioactive labels or posting remain on the site or any containers on site and provide attestation in 

writing. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. Section 2.9 has been modified as shown below. 
 

2.9 Radioactive Material Registration 
MIRA maintains a number of radioactive sources used in material level monitoring systems in the 

baghouse hoppers, RDF bins, and the coal barge unloading hopper. These devices are Registered 

with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and the CT DEEP Radiation Division and 

are subject to RCSA 19-24-14.  

Radioactive Materials - Closure Requirement A:  

MIRA shall continue to register and maintain regulated radioactive sources prior to removal and 

recycling/disposal off-site. Following removal MIRA shall notify both NRC and DEEP of the 

disposition of the devices and request termination of Registration. MIRA shall also provide leak 

check documentation to DEEP, and shall remove all radioactive labels and postings at the Facility 

and provide attestation in writing that this has been done as part of the closure documentation 

report. 
 

Other Comments: 

 
The Department received correspondence (i.e., letter dated August 5, 2022) pertaining to the proposed 

closure plan from the City of Hartford’s City Engineer and Director of the Greater Hartford Flood 

Commission (GHFC). Attached is the comment letter, which the Department strongly recommends that 

MIRA discuss with the City and the GHFC. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. MIRA will engage the City of Hartford City Engineer and Greater Hartford 

Flood Commission to address their concerns related to facility closure. A tentative meeting has been 

scheduled on January 11, 2023, to begin that process. 

 
Consistency in the information provided through the closure plan and the supporting documentation is 

critical in the efficient review and processing of any application.  To help facilitate the review process, 

please submit a written response following the numbered outline of the above comments and identify 

where in the document the appropriate changes or updates have been made and include revision dates on 

all documents. If a review comment does not necessitate a change in any of the referenced documents, 

include a response to the comment in a cover letter with your response to this request. 

 

Response: Acknowledged. A track-changes version of the Closure Plan shall be prepared following 

CTDEEP’s review of this response letter. Interim versions of the Closure Plan shall be prepared with track 

changes as well as notes documenting the dates associated with the comment. Updated revisions to the 

Closure Plan shall be issued which incorporate mutually agreed comments.
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

 

October 14, 2022  

 

Mr. Peter W. Egan  

Materials Innovation and Recycling Authority 

200 Corporate Place, Suite 202 

Rocky Hill, CT   06067 

 

Subject: Closure Plan, Materials Innovation and Recycling Authority, Connecticut Solid Waste 

System (“CSWS”) Resource Recovery Facility, 100 Reserve Road and 300 Maxim Road, 

Hartford, Connecticut  

 

Dear Mr. Egan: 

 

Staff of the Bureau of Materials Management and Compliance Assurance (i.e., Engineering and 

Enforcement Division, Permitting and Enforcement Division, and Emergency Response and Spill 

Division); the Bureau of Water Protection and Land Reuse (i.e., Remediation Division); and the Bureau 

of Air Management (i.e., Radiation Division) within the Department of Energy and Environmental 

Protection (the “Department”) have completed a technical review of the proposed closure plan dated May 

2022 prepared by TRC Environmental Corporation (TRC), which was received by the Department on 

May 23, 2022.   

 

The Materials Innovation and Recycling Authority (“MIRA”) submitted the closure plan pursuant to 

§22a-209-13 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies (RSCA) for the closure of the CSWS 

Resources Recovery Facility (“RRF”) located at 100 Reserve Road and 300 Maxim Road, Hartford, 

Connecticut (“Site”). MIRA shall ensure that all areas of the Site will be closed in a manner that is 

protective of human health and the environment of the State of Connecticut, in accordance with §22a-208 

of the Connecticut General Statutes (CGS) and §22a-209-13 of the RCSA. 

 

To allow Department staff to continue the technical review of the closure plan, please update and/or 

submit the information as indicated in the review comments listed below:  

 
Bureau of Materials Management and Compliance Assurance (MMCA) 

 

Waste Engineering and Enforcement Division (WEED) comments: 

 

1. Section 1.1 Facility Description - Figure 2 is difficult to review due to its size (i.e., 11-inch x17-inch) 

and the stipple pattern that identifies the solid waste permit area obscures basic information. MIRA 

shall provide a full-size (i.e., 24-inch x 36-inch) drawing(s) affixed with the stamp/live signature 

prepared by an engineer (P.E.) licensed to practice in the State of Connecticut or a licensed surveyor 

(LS) licensed by the State of Connecticut that depicts all closure elements clearly identified and 

labeled.  

 

2. Section 2 Permits and Regulatory Considerations 

a.  RCRA Less Than 90 Day Storage (Sec. 2.8) – MIRA shall provide a written summary 

specifying the actions (e.g., inventory of constituents of concern; types of waste; site plan 
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depicting sampling locations, number, methodology, analytical parameters; confirmation 

sampling; verification of clean; etc.) that MIRA or it’s contractor will perform to ensure the 

closure of this area is conducted in accordance with the regulations and the Department’s 

guidance document pertaining to less than 90-day hazardous waste storage.        

b.  Environmental Land Use Restrictions (Sec. 2.10) – MIRA shall provide a full-size drawing 

affixed with the stamp/live signature prepared by an engineer (P.E.) licensed to practice in the 

State of Connecticut or a licensed surveyor (LS) licensed by the State of Connecticut that 

clearly identifies with labels all areas of the Site subject to the land use restrictions.  

c.  Environmental Justice (EJ) Program - Given the public interest pertaining to this Site, MIRA 

shall provide confirmation that EJ staff were contacted and provided information for their 

review/comment.  In addition, the Department recommends that MIRA publish the closure 

plan and supporting documents on their website for review by interested parties. 

d.  Natural Diversity Data Base (NDDB) Program – MIRA shall provide confirmation that NDDB 

staff were contacted and provided information for their review/comment, as it appears that the 

Site is within an area identified as a habitat for endangered, threatened, or special concern 

species. 

 

3. Section 3 Closure Elements  

a.  Floor Drain and Storm Drains (Sec.3.1.2) – the plan states “…existing storm drainage system 

…will be visually inspected at accessible locations…”.  In addition to visual inspections, 

MIRA shall provide a plan that incorporates the inspection and clean-out of non-accessible 

locations of the existing storm drainage system and the existing floor drain system, including 

the associated piping of each system.  

b.  Containers, Tanks, Vessels (Sec. 3.1.3) – the plan states “Tanks with water soluble contents 

shall be rinsed with potable water to remove residual material…Tanks with non-water- soluble 

contents shall be emptied to the extent practical and sealed.” MIRA shall provide a plan that 

ensures that the tanks are rinsed and emptied in accordance with applicable federal, state, 

and local laws and that also describes the procedure for sealing said tanks.  The plan shall 

identify that the empty tanks will be removed and transported to a facility authorized to 

receive such waste.  Additionally, the plan shall include the inspection, cleaning, and 

confirmation sampling of areas where commercial chemical products and drummed and 

containerized products were stored, throughout the Site. 

c.  RDF Conveyors, Shredders, Trommels, and Packers (Sec. 3.2.1) – the plan states “…portions 

of the system which are not accessible…shall be inspected and if required…sealed with a 

surface treatment.” MIRA shall provide details as to why certain areas are deemed 

inaccessible and how such a determination was made. In addition, provide detailed 

information on the surface treatment, which shall include, at a minimum, the following: 

manufacture’s name and chemical composition, examples of success in similar closure 

activities, durability/longevity, the process for the physical application, and how the 

determination is made that coverage to areas deemed inaccessible is complete. 

d.  Building Surfaces (Sec.3.2.3) – MIRA shall provide information pertaining to verification (i.e., 

confirmation sampling) of the completion of the cleaning activities on all building surfaces of 

the Waste Processing Facility (WPF).  

e.  Natural Gas Fired Boilers and Heaters (Sec. 3.2.6) – the plan states “…cleaning of these 

boilers shall not be performed”.  MIRA shall provide the basis for this decision, as the 

Department considers the boilers/heaters to be a component of the facility’s infrastructure and 

operating equipment and should be included in the Site wide closure activities. 

f.  Power Block Facility (PBF) (Sec. 3.2) – the plan states “…existing equipment will be…sealed 

to prevent migration of residuals.”  MIRA shall ensure that the closure plan specifies that all 

existing equipment is subject to inspection, removal of residual waste, cleaning, and 

verification (i.e., confirmation sampling) of the equipment.  The Department requires 
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information regarding how the determination to seal equipment was made and as to what 

procedures and components comprises an effective and reliable seal.    

g. Coal Pond (Sec. 3.3.1) -the plan states “…coal pond is underlain by a liner which shall remain 

in-place as required under the environmental land use restrictions…which render this portion 

of the site inaccessible under the Connecticut RSRs…Coal will remain in the lined area under 

the provisions of 22a-133k-2(c)(5) -Conditional Exemptions to Pollutant Mobility Criteria.”  

MIRA shall ensure that the closure plan includes specifications for the characterization and  

off-site removal of the stockpiled coal (estimated at 2,400 tons), as the proposed plan to leave 

the coal in-place, “…coal will be graded…and four (4) feet of suitable soil will be placed over 

the coal…”, meets the definition of a solid waste disposal area pursuant to §22a-207 of the 

Connecticut General Statutes (CGS).  MIRA has not been issued a permit for the disposal of 

solid waste at the Site pursuant to §22a-208a of the CGS. In addition, prior to using any water 

from the coal pond for the cleaning of building/floor surfaces, MIRA shall characterize such 

water to ensure that it meets the established criteria for potable water. 

h.  Ash Load-Out and Wheel Wash Building (Sec. 3.3.2) – MIRA shall provide details pertaining 

to verification (i.e., confirmation sampling) of the completion of the cleaning activities on all 

surfaces (e.g., vertical, and horizontal) of the ash load-out and wheel wash buildings, 

including any floor drain(s) and associated piping.    

  i.  Baghouse (Sec. 3.3.3) - MIRA shall ensure that the characterization and proper disposal of 

baghouse bags are conducted in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws. 

j.  Ash Conveyors, Travelling Grates and Mixer Room (Sec. 3.3.4) - MIRA shall provide details 

pertaining to what criteria will initiate the implementation of dust control measures. In 

addition, details shall be provided pertaining to verification (i.e., confirmation sampling) of 

the completion of the cleaning activities on the equipment and the mixer room. 

k. Air Heaters (Sec. 3.3.5); Boilers (Sec. 3.3.6) – MIRA shall provide details pertaining to 

verification (i.e., confirmation sampling) of the completion of the cleaning activities on all 

surfaces (e.g., interior, and exterior) of the air heaters and boilers, including any appurtenant 

devices to such equipment.  

l. Cooling Water Intake Structures and Discharge Outfalls (Sec. 3.3.7) – MIRA shall ensure that 

the City of Hartford’s Department of Public Works Engineering Division; the Greater 

Hartford Flood Commission; the DEEP’s Dam Safety Program; and the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers have been contacted and provided information for their review and comment 

pertaining to the proposed closure activities associated with the Connecticut River Right 

Bank, Hartford, CT Flood Damage Reduction System (FDR).  In addition, MIRA shall obtain 

any/all applicable federal, state, and local license(s), permit(s), authorization(s), approval(s), 

etc. prior to initiating their intended closure activities at the Site. 

m. Coal Barge Unloading Crane and Dock (Sec. 3.3.11) –MIRA shall ensure that residual coal 

shall be characterized and removed off-site for either proper reuse at a facility authorized to 

receive the coal or proper disposal at a facility authorized to receive such waste.   

 

4. Section 4 Waste Removal Plan 

a.  RDF and MSW (Sec. 4.1) – MIRA shall provide details pertaining to the proposed 

cleaning/closure activities, which include but are not limited to: days/hours of operation, 

timetable for the on-site storage of fully loaded containers, maximum tons per day for the off-

site transfer of waste, timetable for the off-site transfer of fully loaded containers, etc. 

b.  Ash (Sec. 4.2) - MIRA shall provide details pertaining to verification (e.g., confirmation 

sampling) of the completion of the cleaning activities on all surfaces of the: boilers, bottom 
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and fly ash handling systems/conveyers, the ash load-out building, as well as any areas in the 

PBF (e.g., floors, trenches, equipment, building surfaces, etc.) where ash is present.    
c.  Hazardous and Universal Waste (Sec. 4.3) – MIRA shall ensure that the temporary storage of 

wastes generated during closure shall be appropriately characterized and stored in 

accordance with state and federal law. Appendix A Photographic Log, Photo No. 20, PBF: 

Interior” Dozer Garage”/Former Less than 90-day Storage Area date August 6, 2021, shows 

two 55-gallon drums of synthetic oil stored on a wooden pallet.  Department staff were not 

able to discern any secondary containment in the photograph.   

d.  Coal (Sec. 4.4) - MIRA shall ensure that residual coal shall be characterized and removed off-

site for either proper reuse at a facility authorized to receive the coal or proper disposal at a 

facility authorized to receive such waste. 

e.  Commercial Chemical Products (CCP) (Sec. 4.6) – MIRA shall provide a full-size (i.e., 24-

inch x 36-inch) drawing(s), affixed with the stamp/live signature prepared by an engineer 

licensed to practice in the State of Connecticut (Connecticut or CT P.E.) or a surveyor 

licensed by the State of Connecticut (LS), that depicts the location of the temporary storage 

area for the CCP.  

f.  Asbestos, Hazardous Materials, and Radioactive Sources (Sec. 4.7) – the plan states “A 2012 

Hazardous Materials Survey report conducted for the northern portion of the administrative 

building identified the presence of ACM, lead paint, and PCB caulking and glazing. MIRA 

shall ensure that the removal of asbestos, asbestos containing material(s), lead based paint, 

and PCB-containing materials are included in the closure plan, regardless of whether 

building renovation and/or demolition is conducted.  In addition, MIRA shall provide written 

documentation from the Department’s Emergency Response and Spill Division (ERSD) 

Corrective Action/PCB (CA/PCB) Program that the proposed management of PCB- 

containing materials is conducted in accordance with state and federal law.  

 

5. Section 5 Record Keeping Requirements – MIRA shall include language in the closure plan that 

stipulates that full-time oversight of the closure activities will be directed by a CT P.E. or a licensed 

environmental professional (LEP) licensed by the State of Connecticut, that is independent from MIRA. 

 

6. Section 7 Post Closure Operation 

a.  Maintenance and Inspections (Sec.7.2) – MIRA shall provide details (e.g., frequency, 

documentation by CT P.E. or LEP, reporting, etc.) pertaining to such inspections. In addition, 

clarify that the WPF is also included in the inspections, as this section only mentions the PBF. 

    

7. Section 8 Closure Cost Estimate (Appendix B - prepared by TRC ) –Please provide the cost estimate 

for the removal and disposal of PCB-containing building material or provide which line item may contain 

this information, as Department staff were not able to discern such cost in Appendix B. Additionally, 

please provide a cost estimate for post-closure care (i.e., maintenance and monitoring) for the Site, 

prepared by TRC, as such estimate was not included in the submitted plan.  Further, MIRA shall provide 

two additional independent cost estimates (which include a 15%-20% contingency) for closure and post-

closure care (i.e., maintenance and monitoring).  Such cost estimates shall include, at a minimum, an 

itemized description of all the work to be performed associated with the closure, cleaning, and 

confirmatory sampling of the closure elements, and post-closure care at the Site.     
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Water Permitting and Enforcement Division (WPED) comments:  

 

1. The Water Permitting and Enforcement Division’s guidance document titled 

“Closure/Decontamination Plan Requirements”, dated August 7, 2018, and attached, summarizes the 

elements that are to be included in a permittee’s closure plan.  The MIRA Closure Plan is lacking 

complete information for the following elements: 

a.  G: The basis for the volume of wastewater anticipated to be generated during the clean-up and 

decontamination should be provided. 

b.  I: The drawing (Figure 2) does not identify all the subject locations (e.g., the cooling water 

intake structure, NPDES discharges, coal pond). 

c.   J: A date for submission of the final report needs to be provided. 

 
 2. The following sections of the MIRA Closure Plan should be clarified/addressed: 

a. Section 2.4, "Pretreatment Discharge Permit – Closure Requirement C" (pp. 2-6): MIRA plans 

to submit a notification to the MDC for coverage under the MIU GP to discharge "fire 

protection system wastewaters, air compressor condensate, and other applicable wastewaters 

that may be generated during closure" 

i. MIRA already has authorization to discharge fire protection system wastewater and 

air compressor condensate under the existing pretreatment permit, SP0000850. These 

wastewaters, along with any other wastewaters included in the “Wastewater 

Description” in Table A and Table B of the pretreatment permit, may be discharged 

under the pretreatment permit prior to revocation, if the terms and conditions of the 

permit can be met. 

ii. A more detailed description of "applicable wastewaters that may be generated during 

closure" should be provided. 

b. Section 3.3.1: Is the coal pond a CCR unit? 

c. Section 3.3.1: MIRA should evaluate the quality of the water in the coal pond to determine 

whether the wastewater can be authorized to be discharged. 

d. Section 3.3.2: No wastewaters/washwaters generated from closure activities should be directed 

into the coal pond if there is to be a surface water discharge and/or comingling of wastewater 

to impact stormwater discharges.  If the proposal changes and the coal pond is to be 

discharged to the sewer (MDC), then these activities and discharges need to be disclosed to 

MDC through their authorization process. 

e. Section 3.3.9, "Wastewater Treatment Tanks": A Facility and Wastewater Treatment System 

Modification Request for Determination (“3(i) request”) to discharge wastewater associated 
with decommissioning the treatment system under the existing pretreatment permit (Permit 

No. SP0000850) should be submitted. The request should detail how specific treatment system 

components will be decommissioned and how any related wastewaters will be managed and 

disposed of. The request should also provide the volumes of wastewater anticipated to be 

generated. Any wastewater discharged must comply with the terms and conditions of the 

pretreatment permit. 

 

3. Miscellaneous: 

a. The MIRA Closure Plan was submitted using a certification statement that is different than the 

certification statement required under RCSA Section 22a-430-3. 

b. MIRA will need to do some follow-up with the Department after it collects additional 

information about the proposed discharge from the coal pond. 

c. For guidance on requesting a revocation of wastewater discharge permits and withdrawal of 

any associated applications, see attached “Permit Revocation/Surrender and Application 

Withdrawal Guidance for Permittees”. 
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4.  Stormwater Program: 

a. The industrial stormwater general permit will continue in effect throughout the closure 

activities and potentially beyond depending on the final conditions at the site. 

b. The Closure Plan must include a phasing schedule for specific activities. The site plan should 

delineate the different phases of the clean-up, the anticipated redirection of stormwater runoff 

away from the coal pond, and existing and new (if applicable) stormwater discharge locations.  

c. As plans become finalized, recommend that MIRA reach out to schedule a meeting with 

Stormwater Staff to discuss the proposal and schedule to retrofit the coal pond for passive 

stormwater management. 

 

Emergency Response and Spill Division (ERSD) Corrective Action/PCB Program comments:  

 

1. Section 3 Closure Elements  

a. Transformers and Electrical Equipment (Sec. 3.1.1) – MIRA shall ensure and provide written 

documentation to the PCB Program and EPA Region I, that every transformer is inspected to 

determine whether such transformers contain PCBs.  If the inspection is inconclusive, then 

MIRA shall have the fluid from the transformer tested for PCBs and as necessary properly 

manage and dispose of such fluid in accordance with federal, and state law. In addition, per 

the Federal Regulations, PCB contaminated transformers are PCB Articles and need to be 

disposed of as such.    

 

2. Section 4 Waste Removal Plan  

a. Hazardous and Universal Waste (Sec. 4.3) – MIRA shall ensure and provide written 

documentation to the PCB Program and EPA Region I, that florescent lamps are inspected to 

determine whether such lamps contain PCBs.  As necessary, any lamps containing PCBs shall 

be managed and disposed of in accordance with federal, and state law.     

 

b. Asbestos, Hazardous Materials, and Radioactive Sources (Section 4.7) - MIRA shall provide a 

written description, to the PCB Program, pertaining to what mechanism under the Federal 

Regulations (40 CFR 761) disposal for >50mg/kg PCB-containing building materials will be 

used.  MIRA shall ensure that such disposal plan has been provided to the EPA Region I for 

review/comment. Be advised that all identified PCB-containing building materials, regardless 

of the concentrations, shall be removed, managed, and disposed of in accordance with federal, 

and state law.  Any other building materials that have been tested and have been identified as 

PCB-containing will also need to be removed. In addition, it is strongly recommended that the 

substrates of these materials are also tested in case there are PCBs within the substrates. It 

may be in MIRA’s best interest to remove all materials identified and use the Reinterpretation 

Guidance from the EPA to dispose of these materials. The following websites can provide more 

information on PCB building materials.  

▪ Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) Guidance Reinterpretation | US EPA 

▪ Please note that while the table talks specifically about caulk, it applies to all 

building materials. Connecticut DEEP Caulk Guidance 

 

Bureau of Water Planning and Land Reuse (WPLR)  

 

Remediation Division comments:  

 

1. The following section should be further addressed. 

a. Section 3.3.1, “Coal Pond”, acknowledges that the coal pond liner is protected under Subject 

Area J of the ELURs. MIRA will need to provide further details and drawings documenting 

how the Coal Pond will be modified to allow discharge to surface water/ wetlands without 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.epa.gov%2Fpcbs%2Fpolychlorinated-biphenyl-pcb-guidance-reinterpretation&data=05%7C01%7CDavid.McKeegan%40ct.gov%7C5e39e5d2181f4c3aa83408da7c975ccc%7C118b7cfaa3dd48b9b02631ff69bb738b%7C0%7C0%7C637959286777807888%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hUR9aX1j9m58J7fPcFKFoCS%2FzUldcAJXqXylJSxwEVQ%3D&reserved=0
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DEEP/waste_management_and_disposal/construction_renovation_demolition/DEEPPCBCaulkRegulationChartpdf.pdf
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disturbing the liner/ polluted soil beneath the pond. More details will also need to be included 

on how MIRA plans on removing the coal and ash waste without damaging the underlaying 

liner. The ELUR prohibits inaccessible soil from being exposed as a result of excavation or 

other intrusive activities. 

b. If the activities will disturb the liner and require modification to the ELUR, an Environmental 

Use Restriction Form for Allowable Disturbance, Release, Termination, or Post Emergency 

Abatement Remediation must be submitted.  Further instructions on the Release form can be 

found under the Emergency and Non- Emergency EUR Releases section of the DEEP website.  

c. A clear map documenting all the ELURs that the property is subject to should be provided.  

 

Bureau of Air Management (BAM) 

 

Radiation Division – comments:  

 

1. Section 2 Permits and Regulatory Considerations  

a. Radioactive Material Registration (Sec. 2.9) states, “MIRA maintains a number of radioactive 

sources used in material level monitoring systems in the baghouse hoppers, RDF bins, and the 

coal barge unloading hopper.” DEEP Radiation Division notes that per MIRA’s rad material 

registration (Facility ID RMI 0464) also possesses a number of radioactive calibration 

sources.  These must also be maintained on registration and properly disposed of before 

termination of registration. 

 

b. Radioactive Materials – Closure Requirements A: states, “Following removal MIRA shall 

notify both NRC and DEEP of the disposition of the devices and request termination of 

Registration” DEEP Radiation Division requests that MIRA notify DEEP Radiation Division of 

both disposition (including transfer to a properly authorized and licensed broker or other 

licensee) as well as provide copies of source leak check records. 

 

2. DEEP Radiation Division requests that MIRA verify they are not holding any radioactive material 

with short lived isotopes for decay-in-storage and provide attestation in writing. 

 

3. DEEP Radiation Division requests upon removal of radioactive material that MIRA ensure no 

radioactive labels or posting remain on the site or any containers on site and provide attestation in 

writing. 

 

Other Comments: 

 

The Department received correspondence (i.e., letter dated August 5, 2022) pertaining to the proposed 

closure plan from the City of Hartford’s City Engineer and Director of the Greater Hartford Flood 

Commission (GHFC).  Attached is the comment letter, which the Department strongly recommends that 

MIRA discuss with the City and the GHFC.  

 

Consistency in the information provided through the closure plan and the supporting documentation is 

critical in the efficient review and processing of any application.  To help facilitate the review process, 

please submit a written response following the numbered outline of the above comments and identify 

where in the document the appropriate changes or updates have been made and include revision dates on 

all documents. If a review comment does not necessitate a change in any of the referenced documents, 

include a response to the comment in a cover letter with your response to this request.  
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Nothing in this request for information shall preclude the Department from requiring that additional 

information be submitted.  Please note that performing an activity without the permit required by Title 

22a of the General Statutes may subject you to an injunction and penalties. 

Upon receipt of the clarifications and information requested, the Department will be able to advance to 

the next step in the technical review.  Please submit these materials within thirty (30) days from the date 

of this letter. If you have any questions about the processing of your Application, please do not hesitate to 

contact me at frank.p.gagliardo@ct.gov or David McKeegan at david.mckeegan@ct.gov. 

 

Sincerely  

for 

Frank Gagliardo, Supervising Environmental Analyst  

Waste Engineering and Enforcement Division 

Bureau of Materials Management and Compliance Assurance 

 

FG/dm 

Enclosure   

cc: Christopher Shepard, MIRA 

       Gabrielle Frigon, DEEP, MMCA 

       Nancy Wollenberg, DEEP, MMCA 

 Amber Trahan, DEEP, MMCA 

       Jeffrey Semancik, DEEP, BAM 

       Ryan Mowrey, DEEP, WPLR 

 

 

mailto:frank.p.gagliardo@ct.gov
mailto:david.mckeegan@ct.gov
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Figure 2: Facility Diagram - PE Certified 
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RCRA Less than 90-Day Closure Plan Overview 

 

 



 

RCRA Less Than 90-Day Closure Overview 
MIRA: Dozer Garage 

January 5, 2023 

 

Objective 

As required by RCSA Section 22a-449(c)-102(a)(2)(K), the objectives of closure are three-fold. 
First, the closure will minimize the need for further maintenance of the former container storage 
area. Secondly, the closure will control, minimize or eliminate, to the extent necessary to protect 
human health and the environment, post closure escape of hazardous waste, hazardous 
constituents, leachate, contaminated run-off, or hazardous waste decomposition products to the 
ground or surface waters or to the atmosphere. Lastly, closure is intended to achieve 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations consistent with RCSA Section 22a-449(c)-102 
and, by reference, 40 CFR Parts 262.34(a), 265.111, and 265.114.   
 
Background 

MIRA, its predecessors and PBF facility operators have used the bulldozer storage garage (e.g., 
dozer garage) located in the northeastern portion of the PBF underneath the coal conveyor as 
the designated location for storage of hazardous and regulated wastes prior to off-site shipment 
and disposal. The dozer garage building is a stand-alone structure 29 feet wide by 41 feet deep 
fitted with metal walls and roofing. The floor is of concrete construction with three potential floor 
penetrations; a possible compressed air flange near the entrance door, a potential metal 
flange/drain along the northern (left hand side) of the building and a possible former penetration 
that appears to be filled with concrete on the southern (right-hand side) of the building.  
Collectively the building occupies a footprint of 1,189 square feet (ft2). 
 
Materials stored for off-site shipment included DOT compliant 55-gallon drums as well as 
smaller containers such as 5-gallon, 1-gallon and smaller commercial chemical product (CCP) 
containers. Typically, containers with liquid contents were stored on secondary containment 
pallets. However, on occasion waste baghouse bags were also stored in the building in plastic 
bags inside cardboard boxes. These containers were stored directly on the dozer garage floor. 
While waste materials were generally stored at the southeastern (back) of the garage, the entire 
floor surface of the dozer garage is considered the container storage area (CSA). 

 
Constituents of Concern and Media Closure Criteria 

The list of COCs was generated utilizing data from available hazardous waste manifests as well 
as knowledge of facility operations. In general, waste materials stored in the dozer garage 
included spent baghouse bags, used oil, and lab packs of commercial chemical products (CCP). 
Based on the consistent nature of waste generation over the life of the facility analysis of waste 
for Appendix IX constituents was not considered necessary or feasible. To address the range of 
waste materials stored the following contaminant groupings have been designated as COC’s. 

• CT RSR Metals  

• Volatile Organic Compounds (EPA Method 8260C) 

• Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds (EPA Method 8270) 

Since the 1993 closure characterization program was implemented, the CTDEEP has 
promulgated and established a set of risk-based standards under the Connecticut Remediation 
Standard Regulations (RSRs). The Residential Direct Exposure Criteria (RDEC) listed within 
RCSA 22a-133k-2, Standards for Soil Remediation, within CTDEEP's Remediation Standard 
(RCSA 22a-133k) will be used as the Media Closure Criteria (MCC) along with the GB Pollutant 
Mobility Criterion (GB PMC). However, should sampling be required in soil beneath the building 



 

the Industrial/Commercial Direct Exposure Criteria (I/C DEC) will be applied pursuant to an 
Environmental Land Use Restriction (ELUR) placed on this portion of the Site 

In addition to the RSRs, an Additional Polluting Substances Criteria request will be submitted to 
CT DEEP to address MCC for any constituents which are detected, and which APS criteria has 
been developed.  
 
Sampling and Analysis Program 

MIRA proposes to characterize the less than 90-day area at the dozer garage in accordance 
with DEEP regulations using a sampling and analysis program. A traditional concrete chip 
sampling approach is proposed consistent with DEEP’s Draft Closure Plan Guidance for 
Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facilities Container Storage Areas and Tank Systems. The 
goal of the sampling program is to document clean closure. However, if impacts are identified, 
the extent of contamination must be defined and the contamination cleaned-up. 
 
Prior to implementation of the sampling program the concrete floor of the dozer garage will be 
inspected for the presence of any visual or other evidence of releases and the results will be 
documented with an inspection report and photographs. Specifically, the presence and locations 
of cracks, floor seams or other concrete penetrations will be documented in advance of the 
sampling program. Should any potential conduits to the subsoil be present, a program of 
concrete coring and sampling will be implemented to assess if any surface impacts extend to 
the subsoil.  
 
Samples will be collected from the upper surface of the concrete using an electric hammer-type 
drill to create a series of 1- to 2-inch-deep holes in a tight grouping in the floor to collect 
sufficient concrete to analyze for the COC’s identified above. To the extent that the site 
inspection reveals evidence of concrete cracks, seams or other possible concrete penetrations 
which may impact the subsoil, concrete cores will be collected using an approximately 4-5-inch 
diameter concrete bit to remove a “plug” from the concrete surface. The plug will be inspected 
and, if a fully penetrating crack or conduit is present, a sample will be collected from the 
underlying soil. If the crack does not fully penetrate the concrete core, the upper surface of the 
core will be chipped to collect samples for analysis. If soil samples are necessary, the samples 
will be collected below the base of the concrete floor using a stainless-steel hand-auger.  
 
 
Samples will be collected and analyzed at the frequency shown in the attached table. 



Table 1 - Sampling & Analytical Approach

Less Than 90-Day Container Storage Area

MIRA Dozer Garage

Rev: 1/5/2023

Discrete Composite

Inorganics, Metals, Semi-Volatiles*

CT RSR Metals

8270 SVOCs

Concrete chip samples from the upper 1-2 inches of the concrete 

floor surface.

Composite samples are comprised of 4 discrete samples, one per 100 

square feet combined with all 4 into one composite sample.

Dozer Garage = 3 composite concrete/chip samples each comprised 

of 4 discrete samples (1,200 ft2)

One discrete sample will be collected from any area with visual 

discoloration or other evidence of potential impact. If none are 

observed the sample will be collected at a random location using a 

random number generator protocol.

1 3

DG-Comp01 

to 

DG-Comp03

+

DG-001 

(discrete sample)

Volatile Organics

8260 VOCs

Dozer Garage = 2 discrete samples will be collected from any area 

with elevated PID readings (readings collected one per 100 square 

feet - 12 locations). If no elevated readings are observed then the two 

samples will be collected at a random location per 1,000 square feet 

using a random number generator protocol.

2 0
DG-002 & DG-003 

(discrete samples)

Background

Metals

One composite background sample will be collected outside the 

active use area of the former container storage area and will be 

analyzed for metal constituents to assess if the concrete matrix 

contains these constituents. This sample will be comprised of three 

discrete concrete chip samples collected in the same manner as the 

discrete samples.

0 1 DG-BCK01

3 4

Former Dozer Garage 

Area of former container 

storage for hazardous 

waste prior to off-site 

disposal.

Estimated area of 

29 by 41 feet

(1,189 square feet)

Sample Nomenclature
Number Samples

DescriptionContaminants of ConcernDescription

Page 1 of 1
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Environmental Land Use Restrictions Map – Certified 
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November 9, 2022, Environmental Justice Letter 
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